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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR REMOTELY

DEACTIVATING A VEHICLE

CLAIM FOR PRIORITY

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Patent Application No. 11/756,315,

filed May 31, 2007, which is a continuation-in-part of U.S. Patent Application No.

11/805,238, filed May 22, 2007, entitled "System and Method for Monitoring and

Updating Speed-By-Street Data," which claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional

Application No. 60/802,478, filed on May 22, 2006, entitled "Driver Behavior

Monitoring System," and which applications are hereby incorporated by reference herein.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates generally to a system and method for

monitoring driver behavior and vehicle driving conditions and, more particularly, to a

system and method for deactivating the vehicle from a remote location.

BACKGROUND

[0003] The present invention relates generally to asset management and, more

particularly, to a fleet management system incorporating comprehensive driver

monitoring/mentoring and asset monitoring capabilities in order to improve driver safety

and reduce fuel and maintenance costs across a fleet of vehicles. Advantageously, the

fleet management system is fully-configurable at all times including during installation of

the system as well as during operation thereof. In addition, the present invention relates

to a system and method for monitoring driver behavior for use by consumers or the

general public such that parents may remotely mentor the driving habits of their teen

children as well as allow for monitoring of geographic areas into which their children

may enter. Also, the present invention provides a means for recording impulse forces

experienced by a vehicle during a crash event in order to provide real-time notification to

fleet management personnel as well as to provide data which may facilitate accident

reconstruction and which may be used in the courtroom and by the auto insurance

industry.



[0004] A recent study released by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration

(FMCSA) indicated that driver error was ten times more likely to be the cause of truck-

related accidents as compared to other factors such as poor road conditions, weather and

mechanical malfunctions. Specifically, the study indicated that certain driver factors such

as speeding, inattention, fatigue and unfamiliarity with roads accounted for 88 percent of

all crashes involving large trucks. As a means to reduce truck-related accidents, the

FMCSA study recommended that greater attention be focused on developing systems for

monitoring at-risk driver behavior in commercial motor vehicle fleets in order to improve

driver safety.

[0005] Losses as a result of accidents involving large truck crashes includes property

damage to vehicle and structures as well as personal injury to drivers, occupants and

occasionally bystanders. In addition to the financial losses and injuries resulting from

truck crashes, fleet operators incur losses as a result of excess fuel and maintenance costs,

as well as losses due to inefficient management of individual vehicles in the fleet as well

as groups of fleet vehicles such as those located in a specific geographic area. Fleet

operators may also suffer losses as a result of vehicle theft, inefficient vehicle routing as a

result of unforeseen adverse road conditions along a route, and human losses such as may

occur when the driver is injured while performing extravehicular duties.

[0006] Included in the prior art are several systems which attempt to address either

the problem of driver error as a cause of accidents or by attempting to reduce losses due

to inefficient fleet management. For example, U.S. Patent Publication No. 2004/0039504

assigned to Fleet Management Services, Inc., discloses a fleet management information

system for identifying the location and direction of movement of each vehicle in the fleet.

The Fleet Management Services application discloses that each vehicle in the fleet is in

communication directly with management offices in real-time to report vehicle location

and heading as well as the status of certain events in which the vehicle may be engaged.

[0007] One of the stated objects of the fleet management system disclosed in the

application is to improve the availability of fleet management information to owners and

operators so as to improve vehicle tracking and enhanced communication within the fleet

to increase asset profitability. The application indicates that the above-mentioned objects

are facilitated by providing the capability to locate vehicles in the fleet in real-time as

well as improving the efficiency of wireless communication within the fleet.



[0008] Although the application assigned to Fleet Management Services, Inc., as

disclosed above is understood to provide improved fleet business management by

minimizing gap times in time division multiple access (TDMA) networks during data

transmissions, the application is not understood to address the issue of monitoring driver

behavior and/or driver performance in order to improve driver safety and asset health.

Furthermore, the application disclosed above is not understood to improve other aspects

of fleet operation such as improving fuel economy and reducing maintenance costs of a

fleet. In this regard, the application is only understood to improve communication within

the fleet and is not understood to improve the amount of information available regarding

the operation of each vehicle such that analysis of similar problems may be performed in

order to establish trends and ultimately correct problems over time.

[0009] U.S. Patent No. 6,124,810 issued to Segal et al. and assigned to Qualcomm,

Inc. discloses a method for determining when a vehicle has arrived and departed from a

specific location. More particularly, the Segal patent discloses an apparatus having an

on-board mobile communication terminal for receiving destination information wirelessly

from a central facility. The apparatus incorporates velocity data from a vehicle

speedometer in combination with a communication satellite system in order to provide

vehicle position data to a processor.

[0010] The processor, located on-board the vehicle, uses speed and position data to

determine the vehicle arrival or departure times which is wireless transmitted to the

central facility. Although the device of the Segal patent is understood to improve fleet

efficiency due to its autonomous transmission of arrival and departure times between a

vehicle and a dispatch center, the Segal patent is not understood to address the issue of

reducing aggressive driver behavior such as reducing speeding which would improve

fleet safety.

[001 1] U.S. Patent No. 5,638,077 issued to Martin and assigned to Rockwell

International Corporation discloses a fleet management that transmits vehicle positional

data to a base station with a time annotation. The positional data further includes velocity

data as well as the identity of satellites observed. In this manner, the fleet management

system of the Martin reference ostensibly improves fleet management capability by

improving the accuracy of GPS positional and directional information. However, the

device fails to address the above-noted problems associated with improving driver



behavior in fleet operations in order to reduce accident rates and lower fleet operation

costs.

BRIEF SUMMARY

[0012] As can be seen, there exists a need in the art for a driver mentoring system

adaptable for use in commercial fleet operations that monitors at risk and/or unsafe driver

behavior and provides mentoring to the driver in order to reduce adverse driver actions

and inactions that may lead to accidents. In addition, there exists a need in the art for a

driver mentoring system that allows for accurate vehicle tracking at a base station and

which can incorporate a third party mapping database in order to provide maximum road

speed data for any particular location on a road such that the driver may avoid speeding

violations and/or maintain safe, legal, and established speed limits.

[0013] Furthermore, there exists a need in the art for a vehicle behavior monitoring

system that records velocity and acceleration impulse forces imposed on a vehicle during

a crash for use in accident reconstruction for insurance claim and courtroom purposes.

Finally, there exists a need in the art for a vehicle behavior monitoring system that

provides for real-time reconfiguration of driver performance and vehicle operation

parameters from a base station to individual vehicles in a fleet and which allows for

reporting of such data in order to generate driver profiles and trends, calculate fuel and

mileage tax and create hours of service reports in compliance with federal requirements.

[0014] The present invention specifically addresses the above-mentioned needs

associated with fleet management by providing a unique vehicle monitoring system

specifically adapted to mentor driver performance in order to improve driver safety and

reduce accident rates as well as reduce fuel and maintenance costs (as a secondary benefit

to good driving behavior ~ driving the speed limit on paved roads and driving specified

and/or configured speed limits on non-paved roads).

[0015] In another aspect of the invention, the vehicle monitoring system allows for

the recording of crash impulse forces acting on the vehicle during an accident for accident

reconstruction purposes and for insurance and injury claim purposes. Fleet utilization is

improved by real-time or over-time tracking by GPS of all vehicles in the fleet or tracking

per geographic zone, by group, and individually.



[0016] The present invention also generates automated International Fuel Tax

Agreement (IFTA) reports, mileage reports, hours-of-service (HOS) reports required by

the Department of Transportation (DOT) and provides real-time updates on driver

behavior and vehicle operation that is accessible anywhere via the internet.

Advantageously, the system is fully-configurable in all aspects and at any time including

reconfiguring during installation of the system as well as during operation. For example,

the invention provides a means by which fleet management can reconfigure the vehicle

monitoring system by remote command in order to revise various system parameters such

as the type of data to be reported and how often. Conversely, the system can be

reconfigured at the vehicle in a comprehensive manner.

[0017] Two-way communication between the fleet vehicles and the base station or

server allows for notification of fleet management and/or safety personnel during an

emergency, during an exception event such as excessive speeding or swerving by a

driver, or to allow drivers to report in at specific intervals and times or upon the

occurrence of specific events.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] These and other features and advantages of the various embodiments

disclosed herein will be better understood with respect to the following description and

drawings wherein:

[0019] Figure 1 is an illustration of several GPS-tracked vehicles in wireless

communication with a base station having a server containing a fleet management data

collection system (DCS) that is also accessible via the internet;

[0020] Figure 2 is a block diagram of a vehicle monitoring system wherein each

vehicle may include a GPS receiver (GPS), crash data recorder (CDR), mobile data

terminal (MDT), accelerometer module (XL module) and a master command module

(MCM) adapted to receive inputs therefrom for transmission to the base station for

recording on the DCS and generating reports;

[0021] Figure 3 is an illustration of exemplary inputs that may be provided to the

MCM from the vehicle such as by an on-board diagnostic (OBD) system as well as inputs

provided by the GPS receiver, the CDR, XL module, MDT and other sensors/devices and



which may result in outputs from the MCM such as transmission of data to the DCS and

generation of an alarm for the driver;

[0022] Figure 4 is an illustration of exemplary inputs that may be provided to the

MCM from the base station/server and which may include commands to reconfigure the

rule set/logic of the MCM;

[0023] Figure 5 is a sample graphic display of the DCS such as may be accessible

from an internet portal after a user logs in and illustrating the provided capability of

simultaneous viewing of driver and vehicle data such as geographic position of the

vehicle as well as the ability to select from among multiple parameters for tracking

vehicles and driver performance in addition to providing other options including issuing

of commands to the MCM;

[0024] Figure 6 illustrates a vehicle monitoring system according to one embodiment

of the present invention;

[0025] Figure 7 is a flowchart illustrating one process for implementing the present

invention;

[0026] Figure 8 is a flowchart illustrating an alternative process for implementing an

alternative embodiment of the invention; and

[0027] Figure 9 is a flowchart illustrating an additional process for implementing an

embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0028] The making and using of the presently preferred embodiments are discussed

in detail below. It should be appreciated, however, that the present invention provides

many applicable inventive concepts that can be embodied in a wide variety of specific

contexts. The specific embodiments discussed are merely illustrative of specific ways to

make and use the invention, and do not limit the scope of the invention.

[0029] Referring now to the drawings wherein the showings are for purposes of

illustrating preferred embodiments of the present invention and not for purposes of

limiting the same, shown in Figure 1 are several vehicles 101-103 of a fleet which are in

wireless communication with a base station 104. Each of the vehicles 101-103 in the fleet

preferably includes a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver to allow tracking thereof.



The base station 104 includes a server 105 containing a fleet management database 106 or

data collection system (DCS) that may be accessible via a securable internet connection

or at the server 105 itself.

[0030] In one aspect of the invention, a vehicle monitoring system is provided for

monitoring at least one vehicle 101-103 in the fleet as well as monitoring driver behavior

in order to improve safety and reduce fuel and maintenance costs for the fleet. Driver

behavior is monitored with the aid of an accelerometer module (XLM) 201 (Figure 2)

which includes at least one accelerometer for measuring at least one of lateral (sideways),

longitudinal (forward and aft) and vertical acceleration in order to determine whether the

driver is operating the vehicle 101-103 in an unsafe or aggressive manner.

[0031] For example, excessive lateral acceleration may be an indication that the

driver is operating the vehicle 101-103 at an excessive speed around a turn along a

roadway. Furthermore, it is possible that the driver may be traveling at a speed well

within the posted speed limit for that area of roadway. However, excessive lateral

acceleration, defined herein as "hard turns," may be indicative of aggressive driving by

the driver and may contribute to excessive wear on tires and steering components as well

as potentially causing the load such as a trailer to shift and potentially overturn.

[0032] Furthermore, such hard turns by a particular driver could eventually result in

personal injury to the driver/occupants as well as property damage to the vehicle 101-103

and load carried thereby and damage to anything impacted by the vehicle 101-103 should

it depart the roadway. Ultimately, such hard turns could result in loss of life if the vehicle

is a large truck and the driver loses control resulting in a collision with a smaller vehicle

such as a passenger automobile.

[0033] As such, it can be seen that monitoring and mentoring such driver behavior

by providing warnings to the driver during the occurrence of aggressive driving such as

hard turns can improve safety and reduce accidents. In addition, mentoring such

aggressive driver behavior can reduce wear and tear on the vehicle and ultimately reduce

fleet maintenance costs as well as reduce insurance costs and identify at risk drivers and

driving behavior to fleet managers.

[0034] In one aspect, the vehicle monitoring system includes a master command

module (MCM) 202 which may be in data communication with an on board diagnostic

(OBD) II system 203 of the vehicle such as via a port. In some vehicle models, the MCM



202 is placed in data communication with a controller area network (CAN) system (bus)

203 to allow acquisition by the MCM of certain vehicle operating parameters including,

but not limited to, vehicle speed such as via the speedometer, engine speed or throttle

position such as via the tachometer, mileage such as via the odometer reading, seat belt

status, condition of various vehicle systems including anti-lock-braking (ABS), turn

signal, headlight, cruise control activation and a multitude of various other diagnostic

parameters such as engine temperature, brake wear, etc.

[0035] The OBD or CAN 203 allows for acquisition of the above-mentioned vehicle

parameters by the MCM 202 for processing thereby and/or for subsequent transmission to

the database 106. In order to enhance reliability and extend its useful life, it is

contemplated that the MCM 202 is housed in a sealable housing which may be configured

to provide varying degrees of waterproof protection. For operation in extreme

temperatures, a heater mechanism may be provided to the housing to enable reliable

operation in cold and severe service environments. Ideally, the housing contents (e.g.,

MCM 202) or the housing itself is configured to withstand excessive vibration and/or

shock. The MCM 202 may be mounted in any location in the vehicle such as underneath

the seat. The MCM 202 may further include an external power source 204 such as a

battery, fuel cell, recharger, AC/DC adapter, DC bus - accessory or cigarette lighter plug,

hot lead to vehicle fuse panel, etc., for powering the MCM 202.

[0036] The vehicle monitoring system may further include a self-contained and

tamper-resistant event data recorder or crash data recorder (CDR) 205 similar to that

which is shown and disclosed in U.S. Patent Nos. 6,266,588 and 6,549,834 issued to

McClellan et al., (the disclosures of which are hereby incorporated by reference herein in

their entirety) and which is commercially known as "Witness" and commercially

available from Independent Witness, Inc. of Salt Lake City, Utah. The CDR 205 is

adapted to continuously monitor vehicle motion and begin recording upon supra-

threshold impacts whereupon it records the magnitude and direction of accelerations or

G-forces experienced by the vehicle as well as recording an acceleration time-history of

the impact event and velocity change between pre- and post-impact for a configurable

duration following said impact. The recordings are time-date stamped and are providable

to the MCM 202 for subsequent transmission to the server DCS 106 if accelerations

exceed an impulse threshold.



[0037] In addition, the CDR 205 is configured such that data is downloadable such

as via a laptop directly from the CDR 205 at the scene of the accident or the CDR itself

can be removed from the vehicle for later downloading of data. As will be described in

greater detail below, the data (e.g., crash impulses) recorded by the CDR 205 can be

correlated to accident severity and injury potential. It is contemplated that CDR data can

be combined with recording of driver behavior via the accelerometer module (XLM) 201

in order to determine the probability of crash impact as a cause of personal injury and/or

property damage.

[0038] Furthermore, the CDR 205 such as that disclosed in the McClellan references

is Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) J21 1-compliant such that data recorded

thereby is admissible in court and can be used to facilitate accident reconstruction as well

as for insurance claim purposes. As was earlier mentioned, the CDR 205 is a self-

contained component that includes its own power source such as a battery 206 such that

the vehicle can operate regardless of the lack of power from the vehicle due to the

accident.

[0039] Importantly, the XLM 201 may be integrated with the MCM 202 and

mounted within the housing. The XLM 201 is operative to monitor driver performance

by measuring vehicle acceleration in at least one of lateral, longitudinal and vertical

directions over a predetermined time period such as over seconds or minutes. The XLM

201 may include a single uni-axial accelerometer to measure acceleration in any one of

the three above-mentioned directions such as in the lateral direction.

[0040] Alternatively, the accelerometer may be a bi-axial or a tri-axial accelerometer

for measuring acceleration in two or three of the above-mentioned directions or two or

three uni-axial accelerometers may be combined to provide measurements. In addition,

accelerometers may be oriented in the XLM 201 to measure centripetal, centrifugal,

radial, tangential acceleration or acceleration in any other direction. The XLM 201

generates an input signal to the MCM 202 when measured acceleration exceeds a

predetermined threshold. Similarly, the XLM 201 may be configured to monitor and

record both the day-to-day driving performance as well as capture the crash pulse.

Advantageously, the base station and/or MCM 202 is configured to filter out or

compensate for gravitational effects on longitudinal, lateral and vertical acceleration

measurements when the vehicle is moving on hilly terrain.



[0041] As was earlier noted, the vehicle monitoring system includes a GPS receiver

207 in each vehicle in the fleet and which is configured to track in at least one of real¬

time or over-time modes the location and directional movement of the vehicle. As is well

known in the art, signals from at least three GPS satellites 107 (Figure 1) must be

received by a GPS receiver 207 in order to calculate the latitude and longitude of an asset

such as a vehicle as well as allowing for tracking of vehicle movement by inferring speed

and direction from positional changes. Signals from a fourth GPS satellite 107 allow for

calculating the elevation and, hence, vertical movement, of the vehicle. The GPS receiver

207 provides a GPS signal to the MCM 201 which may also be transmitted to the server

105 at the base station 104 for recording into the DCS 106.

[0042] The vehicle monitoring system may further include a mobile data terminal

(MDT) 208 which may be conveniently mounted for observation and manipulation by the

driver such as near the vehicle dash. The MDT 208 preferably has an operator interface

209 such as a keypad, keyboard, touch screen, display screen or any suitable user input

device and may further include audio input capability such as a microphone to allow

voice communications. Importantly, the MDT 208 may include at least one warning

mechanism 210 such as an external speaker and/or a warning light 210 for warning the

driver of violation of posted speed limits and/or exceeding acceleration thresholds in

lateral, longitudinal and vertical directions as an indication of hard turns, hard braking or

hard vertical, respectively. In addition, the MDT 208 may include a manual RF disable

switch 2 11 to prevent RF emissions by the vehicle monitoring system in areas that are

sensitive to RF energy.

[0043] As was earlier mentioned, the MCM 202 is adapted to receive input signals

from the OBD or CAN 203, GPS receiver 207, CDR 205, MDT 208 and XLM 201 and,

in this regard, may be hardwired such as to the OBD 203 and XLM 201 . Alternatively,

because of the small distances between the components installed in the vehicle, short

range wireless methods such as infrared, ultrasonic, Bluetooth, and other mediums which

may link such components. Regardless of the manner of interconnection (wireless or

hardwired), the MCM 202 is operative to transmit to the base station 104 an output signal

212 representative of the measured parameters provided by each component according to

a rule set or logic contained within the MCM 202.



[0044] Alternatively, the logic may be entirely contained in the database 106 at the

server 105 such that all processing is performed at the base station 104 and the

appropriate signals transmitted back to the MCM 202. In the latter scheme, the MCM

202 and base station 104 must preferably be in continuous two-way wireless

communication which, at the time of this writing, is typically not cost-effective for most

fleet operators. Therefore, wireless communication between the MCM 202 and the base

station 104 is based on a protocol of information criticality, cost and system availability.

[0045] For example, in emergency situations wherein the base station 104 receives a

signal from the MCM 202 associated with critical data such as an emergency, signal

transmission is by the most expedient and reliable means available with cost being a

secondary or tertiary consideration. On the other hand, for non-critical data such as an

indication of low tire pressure as provided to the MCM 202 by the OBD 203, notification

is transmitted to the base station 104 by the least expensive means and during a latent

transmission.

[0046] Wireless communication 213 between the MCM 202 and the base station 104

may be provided by a variety of systems including, but not limited to, WiFi, cellular

network 108, satellite 109, Bluetooth, infrared, ultrasound, short wave, microwave or any

other suitable method. Hardwired communication 214 may be effected at close range

such as when the vehicle is within a service yard or at a base station wherein an ethernet

connection may suffice.

[0047] The DCS 106 is an asset information network that is accessible through at

least one server portal 215 and is configured to receive data from the MCM 202 during

predetermined time intervals, on demand, during critical events, or randomly. The DCS

106 is also configured to generate reports such as graphic report (e.g., bar charts) of driver

performance. The DCS 106 can also be configured to cause the MCM 202 to transmit

warning signals to the vehicle during driver violations such as speeding, hard turns, hard

brake, hard vertical, seatbelt violation and can also be configured to send a notification to

the server 105 during predetermined events such as panic, man down, exception, accident,

unauthorized vehicle movement to alert fleet management or safety personnel.

[0048] The vehicle monitoring system is configured to monitor driver speed using

OBD 203 data such as speedometer, odometer, tachometer data or speed inferred from

GPS data. Speeding violations may be determined by comparing vehicle speed (as



provided by the OBD 203 or as inferred from GPS data) to a speed-by-street database

such as a generic third-party data set similar to that commercially available from

NAVTEQ of Chicago, Illinois, and generating a driver violation when the vehicle speed

exceeds the speed-by-street. The driver violation causes the MCM 202 to generate an

audible/visual warning to the driver in order to change driver behavior over time. In this

manner, the vehicle monitoring system provides for mentoring of driver behavior in order

to improve safety and reduce fleet management costs.

[0049] Furthermore, the MCM 202 may be configured to determine vehicle speed

such as during a turn where the vehicle is moving slower than the speed limit but the

lateral acceleration levels as measured by the XLM 201 exceed the threshold values.

Such a situation may occur when the driver is turning aggressively in a parking lot (i.e.,

hard turning). By integrating lateral acceleration over time, it is possible to determine

instantaneous velocity of the vehicle at any point in the turn. Importantly, in one aspect

of the invention, the generation of the warning signal to the driver starts a count-down

timer wherein the vehicle monitoring system transmits an exception signal to the base

station when the timer duration expires.

[0050] Alternatively, an exception signal may be generated when certain measured

parameters exceed a threshold value by a large margin such as when the magnitude of the

speeding violation exceeds a threshold of 100 mph. An exception signal may then be

transmitted to the base station 104 such that appropriate fleet management personnel may

be alerted. Such notification may be by any predetermined means and may include cell

phone voice or text communication, paging, etc. In addition to the warning signal at the

vehicle, the driver may likewise be contacted by cell phone, page or other radio

communications regarding the exception event.

[0051] The MCM 202 may be in receipt of numerous other sensors that may provide

indication of driver violations. For example, the vehicle monitoring system may include

a seat sensor 216 in communication with the MCM 202 and which is operative to

generate a signal when the vehicle is moving and seatbelts of vehicle occupants are

unfastened. In this regard, the vehicle monitoring system may include any number of

mechanical and electronic sensors 217 in data communication with the MCM and which

are configured to monitor at least one of the following vehicle parameters: low battery,

engine temperature, ignition on/off, headlight turn indicator usage, ABS operability,



trailer electrical/mechanical malfunction, proximity forward (tailgating) and proximity

rearward (objects behind) and proximity sideways (swerving and lane departures) 218.

Furthermore, mechanical and electronic sensors 219 may be provided to monitor at least

one of the following driver parameters: blink rate (a sleep sensor), heart rate, blood

pressure and any other physiological parameters.

[0052] The vehicle monitoring system may be operative to track and generate on-

demand reports of hours-of-service (HOS) (e.g., on-duty/off-duty driving times,

consecutive driving days) in compliance with Federal Motor Carrier Safety

Administration regulations. The vehicle monitoring system may additionally be operative

to facilitate apportionment of mileage tax by tracking vehicle mileage within a given

geographic region by noting state and national border crossings. In another aspect of the

invention, it is contemplated that correction for mileage errors can be compensated for by

re-synchronizing the MCM 202.

[0053] More specifically, because of the drift in OBD 203 mileage data due to

odometer error as a result of tire wear or variations in tire pressure and/or due to

inconsistencies in the GPS receiver data as a result of multi-path errors due to interference

with trees and buildings or signal delay errors caused by atmospheric interference, the

present invention may include a process for re-synchronizing the MCM 202 during

vehicle refueling. In this manner, fuel tax may be accurately tracked in order to reduce

fleet fuel costs.

[0054] The MCM 202 may automatically send certain types of signals to the base

station 104. For example, the vehicle monitoring system may further include a

manually/automatically-activatable timer that is configured to generate a man down

signal 220 that is sent to the base station when the timer duration is exceeded. For

example, in remote job site locations such as at an oil well location where it is necessary

for the driver to perform certain hazardous tasks outside of the vehicle, the driver may

first activate a one-hour (or other duration) timer such that failure to deactivate the timer

results in a man down signal being transmitted to the base station 104 so that help may be

sent to the vehicle location. A similar message may be sent to the base station 104 via a

panic button 221 activated by a driver, occupant or any nearby person and may operate

similar to that of a fire alarm or emergency 9-1-1 phone call wherein fleet management

may send help to the vehicle location.



[0055] As was earlier mentioned, the MCM 202 may be configured to send to the

base station 104 an exception signal representative of a violation of one of a plurality of

parameters comprising at least one of exceeding a predetermined speed along a given

route, failure to wear seatbelt, failure to activate headlights, tailgating, excessive idle

time, excessive engine RPM, engine parameters, tire condition, vehicle load condition,

vehicle location violation. The parameter settings (i.e., logic) of the MCM 202 may be

remotely changed by commands transmitted from the base station 104 to the MCM 202.

More specifically, the rule sets that comprise the hierarchy (i.e., criticality) by which

signals are transmitted from the MCM 202 to the base station 104 may be revised. For

example, a hierarchy of signal transmission may be revised from: panic, man down, crash

event, exception, non-urgent communication to a hierarchy of crash event, man down,

panic, exception, non-urgent communication.

[0056] In this same regard, the MCM 202 in one aspect of the invention is

configured to allow for wireless or remote manipulation from the base station 104 of

vehicle settings through the OBD or CAN 203 and may allow for revising certain vehicle

settings such as engine governor setting and ignition timing. In a further aspect, the

vehicle monitoring system allows for generating reports or alerts (e.g., text and/or map) of

recently-occurring accident locations and dangerous road conditions such that a warning

signal may be provided to the driver when the vehicle approaches the accident location or

road condition. Additionally, the system can be configured to geo-fence certain areas of

interest and to notify specified and/or targeted individuals when the vehicle and its driver

approaches or departs a geo-fenced area. As was earlier mentioned, the database 106 is

configured to collect driver performance data over time, generate a driver performance

database comprising vehicle type and driver profile, and generate reports of predictive

driver behavior based on historical driver performance data with the option of generating

a graphical representation such as a bar chart of driver performance.

[0057] Additional modifications and improvements of the present invention may also

be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art. Thus, the particular combination of parts

described and illustrated herein is intended to represent only one embodiment of the

present invention and is not intended to serve as limitations of alternative devices within

the spirit and scope of the present invention.



[0058] Global Asset Information Network (GArN) 110 (Figure 1) is a portal for fleet

asset management and for monitoring driver safety. GAIN is a robust data collection and

reporting system. Using an internet browser 111, fleet managers have a view into their

fleet's current status. They can see all pertinent aspects of fleet operations from complex

indexing and trending of aggressive driver behavior to simple location of the entire fleet.

Fleet managers and safety managers can use the GAIN portal to access the information

reported by the vehicle monitoring equipment. Vehicles collect the data and report in at

specific times, such as a preselected interval, at random intervals, when requested, by

exception, or in an emergency. Vehicles report to GAIN via satellite 109, cellular

network 108, or other communications device to database 106. GAIN turns the data into

actionable information providing visual reports at various levels of aggregation. The

GAIN system 110 can be set to notify managers when emergencies such as panic, man

down, accidents, unauthorized vehicle movement (theft) or other company selected events

occur.

[0059] Figure 3 is an illustration of exemplary inputs that may be provided to the

MCM 202 from the vehicle and which may result in outputs from the MCM 202. OBD

II/CAN 203 collects data from the vehicle's on-board diagnostic system, including engine

performance data and system status information. GPS receiver 207 provides location

information. CDR 205 provides data in the event that a crash threshold is exceeded.

Accelerometers 201 provide information regarding the vehicle's movement and driving

conditions. The user may provide information to MCM 202 via the mobile data terminal

208. Any number of other sensors 301, such as seat belt sensor 216, proximity sensor

218, driver monitoring sensors 219, or cellular phone use sensors, also provide inputs to

MCM 202.

[0060] MCM 202 can determine when an exception condition occurs or when a

threshold is exceeded that requires an alarm 302 to be generated in the vehicle. The

alarm 302 may be an audible or visual warning for the vehicle occupants. Additionally,

any of the data collected may be passed on to database 106 at server 105 where it maybe

further processed or accessed by fleet managers via GAIN system 110.

[0061] Figure 4 is an illustration of exemplary inputs that may be provided to the

MCM 202 from the base station 104 or server 105 and which may include commands to

reconfigure the rule set/logic of the MCM 202. MCM 202 may receive mapping and



routing information 401, such as mapping updates, accident information, and road

information. MCM 202 may also receive instructions 402 which include updated,

revised, or corrected rule sets, commands or logic to control the operation of MCM 202.

Audible and visual messages 403 may also be sent via MCM 202 and then played or

displayed to the driver. MCM 202 may use updated rule set 402, for example, to modify

or configure the operation of vehicle systems via OBD 203. Control information may

also be provided to the XLM or accelerometers 201, CDR 205, or the mobile data

terminal 208.

[0062] Figure 5 is an example of the display 500 that may be accessible from internet

portal 111 after a user logs in to GAIN system 110, for example. Display 500 provides

the capability to simultaneously view driver and vehicle data, such as geographic position

of the vehicle. The user also has the ability to select from among multiple parameters for

tracking vehicles and driver performance in addition to providing other options including

issuing of commands to the MCM 202.

[0063] In embodiments of the invention, a comprehensive driver monitoring and

mentoring system installed in a vehicle has one or more of the following components. An

on-board diagnostic (OBD) system operative to monitor vehicle parameters and to

generate an OBD input signal representative thereof. The vehicle monitoring system may

be enclosed in a sealable housing that is permanently or temporarily mountable on the

vehicle. A crash data recorder (CDR) is included with the vehicle monitoring system and

is configured to measure and record vehicle acceleration, including the magnitude,

direction and profile of such accelerations, during a crash event and to generate CDR

signals. An accelerometer module (XLM) contains at least one accelerometer, such as a

tri-axial accelerometer, and is mounted within the housing. The XLM is operative to

monitor driver performance by measuring acceleration in at least one of a lateral,

longitudinal and/or vertical direction over a predetermined time period. The XLM

generates an XL signal when acceleration exceeds a predetermined threshold. In one

embodiment, the CDR and XLM may be combined so that one set of accelerometers

serves both functions.

[0064] A GPS receiver mounted is preferably within the housing and is configured to

track the location and directional movement of the vehicle and to generate a GPS signal.

The vehicle's user may access the driver mentoring and monitoring system using a



mobile data terminal (MDT), which preferably has a mechanism for communicating

warnings to the user, such as a speaker or light. A master command module (MCM)

mounted within the housing is operative to receive inputs from the CDR, XLM, OBD,

GPS receiver, and MDT. The MCM is operative to transmit signals representative of one

or more vehicle operating parameters. The MCM is further configured to generate

audible and/or visual warning signals to the driver when at least one of the vehicle's

movement characteristics exceed a predetermined threshold value.

[0065] A base station server is in communication with the driver mentoring and

monitoring system and the MCM. The server has a data collection system (DCS) that is

accessible through at least one server portal and being configured to receive data from the

MCM at predetermined or random times and generate reports of driver performance. The

server may also cause the MCM to transmit a warning signal to the vehicle when driver

violations or exceptions are detected, such as speeding, hard turn, hard brake, hard

vertical, cellular phone use, or a seatbelt violation. The MCM may send a notification to

the server during other predetermined events, such as a panic alarm, man down, accident,

uncorrected driver violations, or unauthorized vehicle movement.

[0066] The vehicle monitoring system is adapted to monitor driver performance and

may be in continuous communication with a base station. The vehicle monitoring system

comprises one or more of the following components. A self-contained CDR mountable

on the vehicle and configured to measure vehicle crash impulses and generate CDR input

signals representative thereof. An XL module mountable on the vehicle and operatable to

measure vehicle acceleration in at least one of lateral, longitudinal and/or vertical

directions and to generate XL input signals representative thereof. A mobile data

terminal (MDT) mountable on the vehicle and operative to continuously transmit CDR

and XL input signals from the vehicle to a base station. A driver warning device mounted

on the vehicle.

[0067] In one embodiment, the base station is operative to receive the CDR input

signals and to generate a crash signal when the crash impulses exceeds an impulse

threshold value stored at the base station. The base station is operative to emit an alert

signal at the base station to alert personnel of the accident. The base station is also

operative to receive the XL input signals and generate an exception signal when vehicle

acceleration exceeds an acceleration threshold value stored at the base station and



transmit a command to the MDT to activate the driver warning device. The base station

may have a data collection system (DCS) configured to receive data from the MCM and

to record driver performance and to generate warnings for at least one of the following

violations: hours of service (HOS), speeding, hard turn, hard braking, hard acceleration,

hard vertical movement, failure to use seatbelt, failure to use headlights, and failure to use

turn signal.

[0068] In addition to or in place of the logic contained in the base station, logic may

also be included in the MCM to monitor the vehicle and driver performance and to

generate warnings. The vehicle monitoring system may be in at least intermittent, if not

continuous, communication with a base station. The vehicle monitoring system may

comprise one or more of the following components. A self-contained CDR mountable on

the vehicle and being configured to measure vehicle crash impulses and generate a crash

signal when the crash impulses exceeds an impulse threshold value stored at the CDR.

Software or firmware providing a methodology for collecting data at regular or non-

regular intervals. An XL module mountable on the vehicle and operative to measure

vehicle acceleration in at least one of lateral, longitudinal and/or vertical directions and to

generate an exception signal when vehicle acceleration exceeds an acceleration threshold

value stored at the XL module. A mobile data terminal (MDT) operative to intermittently

transmit the crash and exception signals from the vehicle to the base station. A driver

warning device may be mounted on the vehicle. The base station is operative to receive

the crash and/or exception signals and to alert personnel.

[0069] The vehicle monitoring system may correlate accident data from the CDR and

XL Modules to potential injuries. The present invention provides a system and method of

correlating personal injury and property damage with driver behavior measured prior to a

vehicle crash and impulse forces measured during the vehicle crash. The CDR may

measure crash impulses and the XL module may monitor driver behavior in terms of hard

turns, hard braking and hard vertical movement of the vehicle. In one embodiment of the

present invention, a crash database comprising personal injury and property damage

characteristics is generated. For example, characteristics of the injured person's age,

gender, height, weight, occupation, hobbies, income, prior claims, physical condition,

injury type and severity may be collected. Vehicle model, condition, damage type and

location, as well as impact characteristics, such as acceleration magnitude and direction



during the crash, change in velocity between the time of impact and at least one

millisecond following impact.

[0070] The vehicle monitoring system records crash impulse forces acting upon the

vehicle during the crash. Driver behavior prior to the accident is also recorded by

measuring acceleration in at least one of lateral, longitudinal and/or vertical directions in

order to identify hard turns, hard braking and hard vertical forces experienced by the

vehicle up to the time of the accident. The vehicle crash impulse data is correlated to an

injury characteristic, such as by correlating accident forces to bodily injury claims, in

order to determine the probability of the vehicle crash as a causal factor of the bodily

injury. The database may further include at least one of the following data sets:

probability of settlement in an insurance claim filed in relation to the vehicle crash,

average cost of settlement, and settlement structure.

[0071] The present invention may also be used for mentoring driver behavior using

data collected from the XL module. In one embodiment, driver behavior may be

monitored and/or modified in a vehicle having an OBD and/or GPS receiver and an

accelerometer module, which may be an XL module containing at least one

accelerometer. Preferably, the accelerometer module will be a tri-axial accelerometer.

The system measures vehicle acceleration in at least one of lateral, longitudinal and/or

vertical direction and may determine vehicle speed from a vehicle speedometer (via an

OBD) or by inferring speed from GPS readings. The measured acceleration is

compared to a predetermined threshold, and the speed is compared to a speed-by-street

dataset. A warning signal is sent to the driver when the measured acceleration exceeds

the threshold and/or when the speed exceeds those contained in the speed-by-street

dataset. A timer may be started when the warning signal is sent to allow the driver a

predetermined amount of time to reduce the acceleration or speed. A notification signal

may be sent to a base station if the driver fails to reduce acceleration or speed during the

predetermined amount of time. The timer may be configurable for any amount of time,

including zero or no delay.

[0072] In order to provide more accurate measurements of driver behavior, in one

embodiment, the present invention filters gravity out of accelerometer readings as the

vehicle changes its horizontal surface orientation. Driver performance can be monitored

and mentored in a vehicle having an accelerometer module, which may be an XL module



containing at least one accelerometer. Preferably, the accelerometer module will be a tri-

axial accelerometer. Acceleration is measured in at least one of lateral, longitudinal

and/or vertical directions over a predetermined time period, which may be a period of

seconds or minutes. An XL acceleration input signal is generated when a measured

acceleration exceeds a predetermined threshold. Gravitational effects are filtered out of

the longitudinal, lateral and vertical acceleration measurements when the vehicle is on an

incline.

[0073] The present invention may also record road hazards at server database. This

allows for optimization of vehicle routing in a fleet of vehicles each having a GPS

receiver and a driver-activated hazard notation mechanism. The notation mechanism is

activated by the driver of each vehicle when the vehicle encounters adverse road

conditions, road hazards, or unsafe speed limits, for example. The notation mechanism

generates a time-stamped notation signal including GPS positional data of the hazard

along the road. The notation signal is transmitted to a base station for recording in a

database. The location of the road hazard is then transmitted to other vehicles in the fleet.

[0074] The logic and rule sets used by the vehicle monitoring system described

herein may be modified or reconfigure in real-time at the vehicle. The present invention

provides for real-time revising of the reporting of vehicle behavior in a fleet management

system. A base station is in communication with a fleet of vehicles each having an MCM

or processor for receiving inputs from vehicle-mounted systems, including, for example,

OBD, GPS receiver, CDR, MDT, and an XL module. The MCM contains an original rule

set or logic for processing inputs from the vehicle-mounted systems. Commands may be

transmitted from the base station to the MCM. The commands may include a revised rule

set regarding processing of the inputs, such as the rules for comparing inputs to

thresholds, reporting, and the like, at the MCM. The logic in the MCM is revised in

response to the revised rule set command received from the base station. Inputs at the

MCM are then processed according to the revised rule set. For example, the revised rule

set may include a reduced lateral acceleration threshold as measured by the XL module

and by which the measured lateral acceleration is compared to determine the occurrence

of a driver violation. The revised rule set may also change reporting of the driver

violation to the base station.



[0075] The present invention may also provide fleet location displays to a user. The

location of a fleet of vehicles may be visualized in real-time on a web-based portal. The

portal is linked to a server that is in communication with the vehicles. The vehicles each

have an MCM for receiving inputs from vehicle-mounted systems, including an OBD,

GPS receiver, CDR, MDT, and XL module. A number of display options may be

selected for displaying the location of the vehicles on a geographic area or map. The

options include, for example, displaying an entire fleet of vehicles, an individual vehicle

in the fleet, a group of vehicles in the fleet wherein the vehicles are grouped by a

predetermined set of criteria, such as by type of vehicle or load, vehicles in the fleet

reporting exceptions to the base station with a previous time period of predetermined

duration, or vehicles within a specific geographic zone.

[0076] The present invention also provides for modification of reporting intervals by

the vehicle monitoring system. The reporting of fleet vehicle behavior characteristics to a

base station or server may be configured in different ways. The following options are

examples of vehicle behavior reporting characteristics: at predetermined time intervals, at

random time intervals, upon request from the base station, upon occurrence of an

exception, upon the occurrence of an emergency or specific event, such as panic alarm,

man down, or theft. The reporting may be provided at the vehicle and/or at the base

station by means of one of the following: e-mail, cell phone voice and/or text message, or

pager message. The reporting includes the following driver violations, if they have

occurred, hours of service, speeding, hard turn, hard braking, hard vertical, or failure to

use seatbelt.

[0077] Embodiments of the invention provide a system and method for identifying

speeding violations. Mapping data, including the location of streets and other landmarks

and the speed limit data for individual streets (i.e. speed-by-street data), is available from

companies such as NAVTEQ. In addition to NAVTEQ and other third-party speed-by

street database providers, the operator of the monitoring system described herein may

develop their own speed-by-street database. The mapping data can be used in connection

with a GPS receiver to display information to a driver such as current position,

destination location, routing and the like. A vehicle's current location and speed can be

compared to speed-by-street data to identify speeding violations. The speed-by-street

data may be comprise actual posted speeds on individual streets, or may be generic



speeds that are selected for different types of streets. The location of the vehicle is

determined, for example, from a GPS receiver. The GPS location information is

compared to a mapping database to determine what street or other roadway the vehicle is

currently using. The speed of the vehicle can be determined from the GPS information,

such as by calculating how fast the vehicle's position is changing, or, more likely, from

the vehicle's speedometer reading. The vehicle's monitoring system may have direct

access to the speedometer data or it may obtain the data from an on board diagnostic

system or data bus. After identifying the current street that the vehicle is using, the

vehicle monitoring system can look up the speed limit for that street in a speed-by-street

database. The speed limit for the current street is then compared to the vehicle's current

speed and the monitoring system determines if the vehicle is speeding.

[0078] A speeding condition may be identified simply by identifying when the

vehicle's current speed is greater, by any amount, than the speed-by-street data.

Alternatively, the vehicle's monitoring system may require that the vehicle's current

speed exceed the speed-by-street data by a predetermined amount before identifying a

speeding condition. For example, the monitoring system may reference a preset speeding

parameter to identify a speeding condition. The speeding parameter may be a set number

of miles-per-hour or kilometers-per-hour. If the vehicle's current speed exceeds the

speed-by-street data by that amount, then a speeding condition is identified. The

speeding parameter could be fixed for all streets so that the same amount of excess speed

is required on all streets is required to identify a speeding condition. For example, if the

speeding parameter is 5 MPH, then a speeding condition will be identified any time the

vehicle's speed exceeds the speed-by-street data by 5 MPH.

[0079] Alternatively, the speeding parameter may be set to vary for different speed

limits in the speed-by-street data. For example, the speeding parameter may be set to

identify a speeding condition if the vehicle's speed is more than 3 MPH where the speed

limit is 40 MPH or less, and more than 5 MPH on streets with a speed limit of greater

than 40 MPH. It will be understood by those of skill in the art that the various speeding

thresholds can be set for any number of posted speed limits or ranges of posted speed

limits. In another embodiment, the speeding parameter may correspond to a percentage

of the speed-by-street speed limit data. For example, the speeding parameter may be set



such that when vehicle's speed was 10% greater than the speed-by-street data, then a

speeding condition is identified.

[0080] Upon identifying a speeding condition, the monitoring system may provide an

alert to the driver, such as a visual or audible alert or both. The monitoring system may

maintain a record of such speeding violations. When a speeding condition is identified,

the monitoring system may create a record including, for example, the vehicle's location,

the speed-by-street data for that location, and the vehicle's speed. The record may be

saved at the vehicle monitoring system or it may be transmitted to a central database or

monitoring system server. Alternatively, when a speeding condition is identified, an alert

may be sent to the central database or monitoring system server. The alert may include

the vehicle's identification and location, the speed-by-street data for that location, and the

vehicle's speed. The alert may be stored in a database and/or it may generate a message

to a third party, such as a vehicle owner or fleet manager. In this embodiment, when an

employee speeds in a fleet vehicle or when a teenager speeds in his parents' car, the fleet

manager or the teenager's parents are notified of the speeding.

[0081] The speeding notification may be sent to the third party immediately.

Alternatively, speeding notification messages may be stored and a notification sent at a

certain intervals to identify speeding events for a particular period of time. For example,

the monitoring system server may store speeding violation notification messages received

in a twenty-four hour period. A single speeding notification message may then be sent

once a day to the fleet manager or parents. The period for grouping speeding violation

message is variable and could be selected depending upon the fleet manager or parents'

needs. Additional notification criteria can be added to the notification process, such as

collecting routine speeding notification messages to be forwarded at a regular interval,

but immediately sending speeding notification messages when the speeding condition is

excessive. For example, a fleet manager may configure the system to send a daily

summary of all speeding violations for the fleet, but also choose to receive immediate

notification if a fleet vehicle exceeds the speed limit by 15 or 20 MPH. This would allow

the fleet manager to provide more immediate feedback or counseling to the speeding

driver in addition to any in-vehicle warnings.

[0082] In other embodiments of the present invention, a speeding condition may not

be identified merely for transient excess speed. Instead, the vehicle monitoring system



may require that the speeding condition be present for a certain period of time before

warning the driver, recording the speeding event, or notifying a central server or third

parties. By requiring a probable speeding violation to occur for some period of time,

transient events and false alarms may be eliminated or reduced. This would allow the

driver to use excess speed, for example, when he is passing another vehicle or when the

vehicle is merging into traffic.

[0083] Figure 6 is a block diagram of a system incorporating one embodiment of the

invention. Vehicle 601 having vehicle monitoring system 602 is traveling on street 603;

and vehicle 604 having vehicle monitoring system 605 is traveling on street 606.

Vehicles 601 and 604 may be any type of government, commercial or privately owned

vehicle. Vehicles 601 and 604 may be in the same or different vehicle fleets or not

assigned to any fleet. Monitoring systems 602 and 605 are configured to collect vehicle

data, such as operating parameters and location information. As described herein,

monitoring systems 602 and 605 may receive information from a GPS receiver and from

OBD systems on vehicles 601 and 604, respectively. In particular, monitoring systems

602 and 605 are configured to receive or calculate at least location and speed data for

vehicles 601 and 604, respectively.

[0084] Monitoring systems are in wireless communication with central monitoring

server 607 via communication network 609. The wireless communication may be via

satellite or cellular communication network or via any other private or public

communication network or technology without limitation, including, for example, WiFi

or Bluetooth communications. Preferably, the communication connection or link between

the monitoring systems (602, 605) and server 607 is two-way communication that allows

each entity to send information to the other. The communication link may be a

continuous connection or it may be an intermittent connection that occurs either when

either the monitoring systems (602, 605) or the server 607 have information to send or at

regular intervals.

[0085] Server 607 is coupled to database 608, which holds information associated

with vehicles 601 and 604 and other data relevant to the vehicle monitoring system.

Database 607 and server 606 may be separate devices, or they may be incorporated into

one device. Server 607 may be any processor-based device. Vehicle monitoring systems

602 and 605 have a speed-by-street database that identifies the posted speed limit for



various streets and other roadways, including streets 603 and 606. Database 607 and

server 606 may also store or have access to the speed-by-street database.

[0086] In one embodiment, when vehicle 601 exceeds the posted speed limit for

street 603, monitoring system 602 identifies a speeding condition and records the

speeding event. Although the present example refers to vehicle 601 and monitoring

system 602, it will be understood to apply to any monitoring system in any vehicle.

Monitoring system 602 may also send a speeding notification to server 607, which may

also record the speeding event for vehicle 601 . Server 607 may also access information

from database 608 regarding vehicle 601 to determine if any third parties should be

notified of the speeding condition. If a third party, such as a fleet manager or parent,

should be notified of the speeding condition, then server 607 sends a notification to them

via, for example, an email message to a computer 610, a call to telephone 6 11, a message

to wireless phone or pager 612, or via any other messaging format. Server 607 may also

group multiple speeding notifications together, such as notifications of speeding

violations for an entire fleet and/or multiple speeding violations for a particular vehicle,

and send reports to a third party, such as a fleet manager or parent.

[0087] Monitoring system 602 may identify a speeding condition merely because the

speed of vehicle 601 has exceeded the posted speed of roadway 603 by any amount.

Alternatively, monitoring system 602 may require the speed of vehicle 601 to exceed the

posted speed by some threshold amount or percentage before identifying a speeding

condition. In other embodiments, monitoring system 602 may require that the speed of

vehicle 601 exceed the posted speed for street 603 for a preset time before identifying a

speeding condition. Monitoring system 602 may alternatively require that the speed of

vehicle 601 exceed the posted speed, as recorded in the speed-by-street database, both by

some threshold amount and for some preset time. The speeding threshold and the preset

time may be set by the driver of the vehicle or may be remotely set by server 607 via a

wireless communication message.

[0088] Monitoring system 602 may be configured to use multiple speeding

thresholds and may determine different courses of action based upon the thresholds that

are exceeded. For example, if a first speeding threshold is exceed, monitoring system 602

may record the event, but provide no notification or warning. At a second speeding

threshold, monitoring system 602 may record the event and provide a warning to the



driver of vehicle 601 . At a third speeding threshold, monitoring system 602 may record

the event, provide a warning to the driver, and send a notification message to server 607.

Other speeding threshold may be established that, when exceeded, will affect the

operation of the vehicle. At a fourth speeding threshold, monitoring system 602 may

restrict or limit the operation of vehicle 601 ' s engine, for example, by reducing fuel flow

or governing the engine's RPM. One of skill in the art will understand that any

combination of these and other speeding threshold may be set in the vehicle monitoring

system without requiring any of the thresholds to be used.

[0089] Figure 7 is a flowchart illustrating a method for identifying speeding

violations according to one embodiment of the invention. It will be understood by those

of skill in the art that the steps illustrated in Figure 7 may occur in many different orders

or even simultaneously and that the order listed in Figure 7 is merely one example. The

vehicle's monitoring system obtains current vehicle speed data (701) such as from the

vehicle's speedometer, OBD or from GPS information. The monitoring system also

obtains speed limit data for the current street from the speed-by-street database (702).

The monitoring system compares the vehicle speed to the speed limit pulled from the

speed-by-street database (703). The monitoring system determines if the vehicle speed

exceeds the speed limit (704). If the vehicle speed does not exceed the speed limit, then

the process begins again (704, 701).

[0090] Alternatively, if the vehicle speed does exceed the speed limit, then a

speeding violation record is created by the monitoring system (705). The monitoring

system then determines if a first threshold has been passed (706). If the first speeding

threshold is passed, then a speeding warning, such as an audible message or tone or a

visible message or warning light, is broadcast to the driver (707). If the first threshold has

not been passed, then the monitoring system evaluates whether the vehicle is still

exceeding the speed limit (712). If the vehicle is still speeding, then the speeding

violation record is updated (713) and the monitoring system again determines if the

vehicle has increased speed to violate the first speeding threshold (706). If the vehicle is

no longer speeding, then the speeding violation record is closed (713) and the monitoring

unit again evaluates the vehicle speed against updated speed limit data (701).

[0091] After warning the driver (707), the monitoring system then determines if a

second speeding threshold has been exceeded (708). If the second speeding threshold has



been exceeded, then monitoring system transmits a speeding notification to a central

monitoring system server (709). If the second speeding threshold has not been exceeded,

then monitoring system evaluates if a speeding condition still exists (712), updates the

speeding record (713), and begins the process again if the vehicle is not speeding (701) or

determines if the first threshold is still exceeded if the vehicle is still speeding (706).

[0092] After transmitting a notification to a central server (709), the monitoring

system then determines if a third speeding threshold has been exceeded (710). If the third

speeding threshold has been exceeded, then monitoring system restricts the vehicle's

engine's operating parameters in an attempt to limit the vehicle's speed (71 1). If the third

speeding threshold has not been exceeded, then monitoring system evaluates if a speeding

condition still exists (712), updates the speeding record (713), and begins the process

again if the vehicle is not speeding (701) or determines if the first threshold is still

exceeded if the vehicle is still speeding (706).

[0093] After restricting the engine's operating parameters (71 1), the monitoring

system then determines if the vehicle is still speeding (712), updates the speeding record

(713), and begins the process again if the vehicle is not speeding (701) or determines if

the first threshold is still exceeded if the vehicle is still speeding (706). As illustrated in

the example of Figure 7, the monitoring system may continue to update the speeding

violation record, broadcast a warning to the driver, notify the central server, and further

restrict engine operation as long as the vehicle's speed exceeds the respective thresholds

for those events.

[0094] The speed-by-street database is generated using publicly available

information regarding posted speed limits. This information may be collected, for

example, from publications or by actually driving the streets and recording the posted

speed limits. It is likely that errors will be present in the speed-by-street database due to

incorrectly entered data and changes in the posted speeds. The present invention provides

a method for identifying and correcting errors in the speed-by-street database.

[0095] For example, the speed-by-street database may incorrectly list the speed limit

for street 603 (Figure 6) as being 45 MPH, when the actual speed limit is 55 MPH. The

data in the speed-by-street database may have been entered incorrectly, or the assigned

speed limit for street 603 may have changed after the database was created. When

vehicle 601 travels at the posted speed limit of 55 MPH on street 603, monitoring system



602 will identify a false speeding condition in which the posted speed is violated by 10

MPH. Depending upon the speeding threshold(s) that are set in monitoring system 602,

one or more warnings or other notifications may be sent or recorded for this false

speeding violation. As a result of the speed-by-street database error, the driver of vehicle

601 may receive unnecessary counseling or may receive a lower than deserved grade or

evaluation of his driving habits.

[0096] Monitoring system 602 and/or server 607 can be used identify errors or

potential errors in the speed-by-street database. When monitoring system 602 identifies a

speeding violation, it may record the event in a local memory along with a location of the

speeding violation. Over a period of time a number of such speeding violations will be

recorded. Periodically, when a new speeding violation is added to memory, or at any

other time, monitoring system 602 may review the speeding violation records to identify

locations or streets where multiple speeding violations occur. For example, if vehicle 601

exceeds the speed-by-street database speed limit for street 603 on more than one

occasion, then multiple speeding violations will be generated for that location. Records

may be grouped as related violations if they occur at the same general location or on the

same section of a street.

[0097] When the number of related violations reaches a predetermined number,

monitoring system 602 may identify the location of these related violations as a potential

error in the speed-by-street database. In the current example, because the posted speed

limit for street 603 is 55 MPH and the database speed limit is 45 MPH, monitoring

system 602 will generate a speeding violation record every time vehicle 601 traverses

street 603 at the posted speed limit or slightly below the posted speed limit. Eventually,

when enough of those violation records are linked together, monitoring system 602 may

notify server 607 of the location (603) where multiple repeat violations are occurring.

Alternatively, each time an in-vehicle monitoring system (602, 605) sends a speeding

violation notification, server 607 may store that violation. Eventually, server 607 may

correlate the speeding violations and identify an area of potential error in the speed-by

street database.

[0098] Server 607 may identify areas of potential error faster than an individual

monitoring system because server 607 receives speeding notifications for numerous

vehicles. Accordingly, server 607 may identify an area in which multiple vehicles are



reporting multiple speeding violations. For less-traveled routes, server 607 may identify

an area in which many vehicles report single speeding violations and that may be a

location with an erroneous database entry.

[0100] Once server 607 identifies a location of potential speed-by-street error, either

upon notification by an in-vehicle monitoring system (602, 605) or on its own, server 607

may issue a report or alert to an operator regarding the potential error. The operator can

then evaluate the location, such as by having someone go to the location and observe the

posted speed limits. If the posted speed limits do not match the speed-by-street database,

then the database can be updated with the correct information. An update message may

be sent to in-vehicle monitoring systems (602, 605) to provide corrections to their copy of

the speed-by-street database. Alternatively, when the monitoring systems undergo

routine updates, maintenance or repair, the speed-by-street database may be updated,

replaced or corrected with the actual speed limit value for street 603 .

[0101] In another alternative, if the speed-by-street database itself cannot be updated,

a list of database errors can be maintained. This list of database errors may be stored at

database 608 and/or sent to in-vehicle monitoring systems 602, 605. Upon identifying a

speeding violation, monitoring system 602, 605 would then refer to the list of database

errors to determine if the database speed limit for location of the speeding violation was

correct. If the list of database errors did not include the current speeding location, then

the monitoring system would operate normally. However, if the current speeding location

was in the list of database errors, then the monitoring system may need to reevaluate the

speeding condition. For example, the list of database errors may include a correct posted

speed limit that the monitoring system could use in place of the database value.

Alternatively or additionally, the list of database errors may include a list of alternative

thresholds for the monitoring system 602, 605 to use in that location. The alternative

thresholds would be adjusted relevant to the original threshold by the amount of the speed

limit error, thereby preventing the reporting of misidentified speeding violations.

[0102] Similarly, server 607 may refer to a list of database errors upon receiving a

speeding violation notification to ensure that the violation was correctly identified.

Alternatively, sever 607 may compare the reported vehicle speed to an updated speed-by

street database to ensure that the speeding violation notification was proper. Server 607



would not record or report speeding notifications that were improperly identified due to

speed-by-street data.

[0103] In addition to streets for which the speed-by-street database contained speed

limit errors, other locations may be the source of multiple repeated speeding violations.

For example, street 606 may be a highway with a posted speed limit of 55 MPH that is

accurately recorded in the speed-by-street database in monitoring system 605 and

database 608. However, normal traffic on highway 605 may travel at 65 MPH.

Accordingly, vehicle 604 would be likely to follow the traffic flow, which would cause

monitoring system 605 to generate a speeding violation. The speeding violation may be

recorded locally, broadcast to the driver, or sent as a speeding notification to server 607.

The driver is likely to ignore the speeding warning, if complying with the warning would

cause him to fall behind traffic or be passed by many other vehicles.

[0104] Because numerous speeding violations would reported on street 606 for

vehicle 604 or for numerous vehicles, monitoring system 605 or server 607 will

eventually identify street 606 as having a potentially erroneous speed-by-street database

entry. Upon identifying a potential database error, server 607 would report the location

606 to an operator, who may then have the location visually inspected. The inspection of

street 606 would show that the speed-by-street database is correct. The operator could

then decide whether to create an exception for street 606 in order to minimize the number

of speeding violation reports for that location. If street 606 was a highly traveled route,

then numerous correct (but difficult to avoid or prevent) speeding violations would be

reported.

[0105] An observer may determine that vehicles traveling at 65 MPH was normal for

street 606. The speed-by-street database could be updated on server 607, database 608,

and/or monitoring system 602,605 to include a modified speed limit and speeding

thresholds for street 606. The modified speed limit and speeding thresholds would

minimize the number of reported speeding violations for that location. Vehicles that

exceeded the modified speed limit would still generate speeding warnings and

notifications. Accordingly, vehicles that exceeded the observed 65 MPH normal traffic

flow on street 606 would create a speeding violation record, generate a warning to the

driver, and be reported to server 607.



[0106] Instead of modifying the speed-by-street database with an observed normal

traffic speed, street 606 may be listed as an exception. The exception list could me

maintained by server 607 and/or monitoring system 602,605. When monitoring system

605 determines that vehicle 604 has exceeded the speed-by-street database speed limit,

monitor 605 may determine if location 606 in on an exception list. The exception list

may include a modified speed limit and/or modified speeding thresholds to be used in that

location. Similarly, when server 607 receives a speeding violation notification, it may

refer to an exception list to determine if the location of the speeding violation is to be

treated as an exception. If the location is on the exception list, then speeding reports that

show a vehicle to be traveling at or below an observed "normal" traffic speed would not

be treated as speeding violations.

[0107] It is possible that server 607 and database 608 may have an updated speed-by

street database, while monitoring system 602, 605 have outdated speed-by-street

databases. In that situation, upon receiving speeding violation reports from monitoring

system 602, 605, server 607 would determine if the database used by the monitoring

system was current. If the database was not current, then server 607 may reevaluate the

speeding violation notification in view of updated speed-by-street data before recording

or reporting the speeding event.

[0108] Figure 8 is a flow chart illustrating a process for identifying potential errors in

a speed-by-street database. Multiple speeding violation reports are collected by a in-

vehicle monitoring system or by a central server (801). The speeding violation reports

are correlated to identify multiple speeding violations occurring in the same location

(802). Areas for which the associated speed-by-street database entry may be incorrect are

identified from the correlated data (803). For areas that may have incorrect speed-by-

street data, a visual inspection of posted speed limits or other investigation of the location

or traffic flow may be conducted to determine the actual conditions for that location

(804). Actual errors in the speed-by-street database or differences between the posted

speed limit and normal traffic flow are identified. It is then determined whether to update

the speed-by-street entry for the location (805) and/or to add the location to an exception

list (808). Future speeding violations may be compared to an updated speed-by-street

database (805) or to an exception list (809). The speeding violations may be recoded and

reported if the vehicle's speed is considered a violation in view of the updated speed-by-



street database (807) or the conditions in the exception list (810). It will be understood

that the steps illustrated in the example of Figure 8 may occur in any order or

simultaneously and that other steps may also be used.

[0109] Figure 9 illustrates an alternative process for implementing the present

invention. Vehicle speed is obtained (901), for example, by averaging GPS distance over

time, vehicle speedometer data, speed reading from OBD/CAN bus , speed reading from

electronic control unit (ECU) or electronic control monitor (ECM) bus, or other means.

The speed-by-street value for a given GPS location is collected (902) and compared to the

actual vehicle speed (903). Additionally, logic may be evaluated as part of the

comparison to determine if the vehicle is in a geofence area having a speed limit. The

geofence area is an area bounded by defined GPS coordinates, for example, for which the

operator has established speed limits for the vehicle. If geofence speed limits exist, they

will be used instead of the posted speed found in the speed-by-street database in the

comparison (903).

[0110] After comparing actual vehicle speed to the relevant posted or geofence

speed, a speed determination is made (904). If the vehicle speed is less than the posted

database speed (i.e. the vehicle is not speeding), then the system checks to see if the

vehicle was previously speeding (908). If the vehicle was not previously speeding then

the logic is reset, and the system enters the comparative phase of the loop (901) again.

[0111] If the vehicle speed (901) is greater than the database speed (902), then it is

determined that the vehicle is speeding (904). The system then looks to see if the vehicle

was previously speeding (905). If the vehicle was not previously speeding (906) then the

system starts a timer to track the duration of the speeding violation, monitors peak speeds,

and initiates one or more alarms and/or alarm combinations (visual, audible, etc) and

returns the logic to obtaining a next vehicle speed value (901). If the vehicle speed is

determined to be speeding (904), and the vehicle was previously speeding (905), then the

system updates the top speed of the vehicle, continues the timer, continues the alarms

(907) and returns the logic to obtaining the next vehicle speed value (901).

[0112] If the vehicle is not speeding (904), the system looks to see if the vehicle was

previously speeding (908). If the vehicle was previously speeding, then the system then

checks to see if the speeding continued beyond a predetermined threshold of time (909).

If the speeding did not last long enough to reach the speeding threshold, then no



notification is sent and the process returns to obtain the current vehicle speed (901). If

the speeding violation is greater than the speed threshold, a notification (910) is sent to a

third party, such as a fleet manager, vehicle owner or the like. The speeding threshold

may be any length of time, including zero (i.e. the notification may be sent without

waiting to observe the duration of the speeding violation). The notification may include

one or more of the following: top speed, distance traveled while speeding, posted speed

limit, location of worst excess speed. The process then returns the logic to obtaining the

next vehicle speed value (901). An excess speed threshold may be set so that any time

the vehicle's speed measurement (901) exceeds a preset value, then an alarm may

automatically be sent without waiting to determine how long the speeding violation lasts.

For example, a vehicle may need to exceed the speed limit by 10 MPH for 30 seconds to

generate an alarm notification, but a speed of 90 MPH will immediately generate a

violation notice without regard for the during of that speed. Additionally, if the vehicle

continues to speed, a speed governor (91 1) may be used to limit the speed of the vehicle.

[0113] In other embodiments of the present invention, the vehicle monitoring system

may receive commands from a central server or fleet manager to disable or deactivate the

vehicle or the vehicle monitoring system may generate such vehicle disabling commands.

Referring again to Figure 6, vehicle 601 has monitor 602 which may be in

communication with central server 607 via wireless network 609. Central server 607 may

be in communication with monitors in multiple vehicles and may receive information

and/or alerts from those monitors such as the vehicles' locations, speeding violation

warnings, and aggressive driving incidents. Vehicle 601 may be any private or public

vehicle, such as a private automobile driven by a teen driver or a fleet truck driven by a

company employee. A user, such as a fleet manager or parent, may access the vehicle's

current and historical driving data via workstation 610, which may be co-located with

central server 607 or may access central server 607 remotely, such as via an Internet

connection.

[0114] Information about vehicle 601 is stored in database 608, which may be

incorporated with central server 607 or may be a separate device. Central server 607 and

workstation 601 may send information, instructions, or commands to monitor 602 via

communication network 609. For example, software updates, routing information,

warnings, and messages may be sent to monitor 602 for use by the monitor 602 or for



display to the vehicle's driver. In one embodiment, monitor 602 may operate as a

security and/or safety device that has the capability of shutting down the engine of vehicle

601 or otherwise disabling vehicle 601 . For example, monitor 602 may be coupled to a

fuel control unit, ignition system, or engine control computer in vehicle 601. When

certain predefined conditions are met, monitor 602 is capable of disabling the engine of

vehicle 601 so that the driver is no longer able to operate the vehicle. The engine may be

disabled, for example, when the vehicle is identified as stolen, driven in an unapproved

location, driven aggressively, or under other conditions.

[0115] If vehicle 601 is being operated without authorization, the owner or other

responsible person, such as a fleet manager, may report the vehicle to central server 607.

For example, vehicle 601 may be stolen or a teen driver may be using a family car

without permission. Central server 607 may then send a vehicle deactivation command to

monitor 602. Upon receiving the deactivation command, monitor 602 would disable

vehicle 601 at the next appropriate time, such as by turning off the vehicle's engine,

preventing the engine from starting, or preventing the vehicle's transmission from

engaging.

[0116] In the interest of safety, vehicle 601 is not be disabled immediately upon

receipt of a disable instruction from central server 607. Instead, monitor 602 determines

the vehicle's current operating parameters and waits until an appropriate time to disable

the vehicle. Typically, monitor 602 will not disable vehicle 601 until the vehicle has

stopped, such as at a stop light or stop sign, or parked. In order to avoid collisions or

other accidents, vehicle 601 would not be disabled while it was still moving. Monitor

602 may or may not provide a warning to the driver that the vehicle is being disabled.

For example, the monitor may be configured to play an audible message or to display a

text message or warning light to the driver upon receiving the disable command to notify

the driver that the vehicle is being disabled.

[0117] Monitor 602 may disable the vehicle while it is in use, such as by shutting off

the engine whenever the vehicle next stops moving; however, this may result in the

vehicle being stranded in the middle of a roadway or at an intersection. In another

embodiment, monitor 602 may prevent further use of the vehicle after its engine is turned

off by the driver, which would typically indicate that the driver has parked the vehicle. In

other embodiments, monitor 602 may compare the vehicle's current location to a list of



pre-designated safe areas, such as side-streets or parking lots. If the vehicle is located in

such a safe area, monitor 602 would then disable the vehicle, thereby preventing the

vehicle from being stranded on a highway, main street, or other busy thoroughfare.

[0118] Monitor 602 and central server 604 may be capable of independently

identifying conditions under which vehicle 601 should be disabled. By monitoring the

vehicle's operation and location, monitor 602 or central server 604 can compare the

vehicle's use to predetermined parameters that define acceptable driving conditions for

vehicle 601 . The predetermined parameters may be selected by a vehicle owner or fleet

manager and then stored in monitor 602 or in database 608. For example, the

predetermined parameters may include: multiple aggressive driving violations, multiple

speeding violations, speeding in a school, hospital, or other restricted zone, failure to

respond or improper response to a query from server 607, or operation of the vehicle in a

prohibited area, outside an approved area, off of an approved route, at an unauthorized

time of day, for an excessive period of time, or not in accordance with an approved

schedule.

[0119] Upon detection of a violation of the predetermined parameters, monitor 602

or central server 607 may automatically issue a vehicle disable command. Alternatively,

upon detection such a violation, an alert may be sent to the vehicle owner or fleet

manager, such as an email or message to a user at workstation 610 or a call to phone 6 11

or 612. The owner or fleet manager would then have the option to allow the vehicle to

continue operating or to confirm the disable command. The owner of the vehicle may

authorize specific individuals to disable the vehicle. In the case of a fleet vehicle, a fleet

manager or dispatcher may have authorization to disable the vehicle, or a company

officer's approval may be required before disabling the vehicle.

[0120] Alternatively, monitoring device 602 may be configured to identify certain

unauthorized operations or parameters and to autonomously disable the vehicle. If the

unauthorized operation parameters are met, monitor 602 may initiate a deactivation

process. Monitor 602 may be configured to disable the vehicle without further approval,

or monitor 602 may be configured to send a message to server 607 upon detection of an

unauthorized operation. Server 607 may then confirm to monitor 602 that it is authorized

to disable the vehicle. The terms disabling or deactivating as used herein are

interchangeable and are intended to mean any action that limits or prevents the further



operation of a vehicle, with or without shutting down the engine of the vehicle. The

vehicle may be disabled by preventing the engagement of the transmission or otherwise

preventing the vehicle's wheels from moving, while still allowing the vehicle's engine to

operate to provide electrical power, heating, cooling, or other services. Alternatively, the

engine of the vehicle may be shutdown or otherwise prevented from starting.

[0121] Monitor 602 and server 607 may be further capable of resetting the disable

command so that the vehicle can be operated again. For example, if it was determined

that the vehicle was improperly disabled or if an authorized replacement driver was at the

vehicle, server 607 could issue an enabling command directing monitor 602 to allow

vehicle 601 to operate.

[0122] The present invention may also be used to disable or deactivate a vehicle that

has been involved in an accident. Upon detection of a hard acceleration or deceleration

that exceeds acceleration thresholds in lateral, longitudinal and/or vertical directions, the

vehicle monitoring system may determine that the vehicle has been involved in an crash,

collision or other accident. The vehicle monitoring system may be configured to disable

or deactivate the vehicle in such a situation, with or without authorization from a central

server.

[0123] Once the vehicle has been disabled and/or while it is in the process of being

disabled, the on-board monitoring system may be configured to cause the vehicle's lights

to flash, the vehicle's horn to honk, or other similar actions to occur as a visual and

audible warning to other drivers that the vehicle is or will be disabled. These actions may

bring the vehicle to the attention of peace officers or other officials, in addition to other

motorists, to notify them that there is a problem regarding the operation of the vehicle.

Additionally, server 607, a fleet manager, or some other person may send a notification,

such as a telephone call or an email message, to the authorities when a vehicle is being

disabled or deactivated. Using a GPS location provided by the on-board vehicle

monitoring system, the authorities may then dispatch an appropriate response to the

vehicle's location.

[0124] In an alternative embodiment, the vehicle monitoring system described herein

may be capable of monitoring the vehicle for current registration and/or insurance

coverage. For example, server 607 may query database 608 or some official or

government database to assess the registration and/or insurance status of vehicle 601. If



the vehicle is not currently registered and/or is being operated without adequate insurance

coverage, a disable command could be used to prevent further operation of vehicle 601 .

Alternatively, the driver may be notified that the vehicle's insurance or registration is

inadequate or overdue and, once a grace period has expired without the problem being

corrected, the vehicle may be remotely disabled. Other information available from a city,

county, state or federal Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) or Department of

Transportation (DOT) database may be used to determine if a vehicle should be disabled

or deactivated. For example, if the driver of the vehicle is known, the status of the

driver's license or outstanding warrants may also be used to evaluate if the vehicle should

be disabled.

[0125] Although the present invention and its advantages have been described in

detail, it should be understood that various changes, substitutions and alterations can be

made herein without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the

appended claims. Moreover, the scope of the present application is not intended to be

limited to the particular embodiments of the process, machine, manufacture, composition

of matter, means, methods and steps described in the specification. As one of ordinary

skill in the art will readily appreciate from the disclosure of the present invention,

processes, machines, manufacture, compositions of matter, means, methods, or steps,

presently existing or later to be developed, that perform substantially the same function or

achieve substantially the same result as the corresponding embodiments described herein

may be utilized according to the present invention. Accordingly, the appended claims are

intended to include within their scope such processes, machines, manufacture,

compositions of matter, means, methods, or steps.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for remotely deactivating a vehicle, comprising:

monitoring operations of the vehicle using an on-board monitoring system;

detecting when one or more of the operations meet one or more preset criteria; and

disabling the vehicle via the on-board monitoring system.

2 . The method of claim 1, further comprising:

notifying a central server when the one or more operations meet the one or more

preset criteria; and

receiving, at the on-board monitoring system, a vehicle deactivation message from

the central server.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the vehicle deactivation message authorizes a

vehicle deactivation process already running on the on-board monitoring system.

4 . The method of claim 2, wherein the vehicle deactivation message initiates a

deactivation process on the on-board monitoring system.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the preset criteria are selected from the group

consisting of:

aggressive driving events; and

speeding violations.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the speeding violations comprise:

speeding in a school zone;

speeding in a hospital zone; or

speeding in a speed-restricted area.



7. The method of claim 5, wherein the aggressive driving events comprise events

selected from the group consisting of:

exceeding acceleration thresholds in a lateral direction;

exceeding acceleration thresholds in a longitudinal direction;

exceeding acceleration thresholds in a vertical direction;

hard turns;

hard braking; and

hard vertical movement of the vehicle.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the preset criteria are selected from the group

consisting of:

failure to respond to a message from a central server; and

issuing an improper response to a central server query.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the preset criteria are selected from the group

consisting of:

operation of the vehicle in a prohibited area;

operation of the vehicle outside an approved area;

operation of the vehicle off of an approved route;

operation of the vehicle at an unauthorized time of day;

operation of the vehicle for an unauthorized period of time; and

failure to operate the vehicle in accordance with an approved schedule.

10 . The method of claim 1, wherein disabling the vehicle comprises one or more of

the following:

shutting down an engine in the vehicle;

preventing the vehicle's engine from starting;

preventing a vehicle transmission from operating; or

preventing vehicle wheels from moving.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the on-board monitoring system disables the

vehicle via a fuel control unit, an ignition system, or an engine control computer.



12. The method of claim 1, wherein detecting when one or more of the operations

meet one or more preset criteria comprises:

detecting when the vehicle has been involved in an accident.

13. A method for remotely deactivating a vehicle, comprising:

monitoring an authorization for operation of the vehicle;

detecting when the authorization to operate the vehicle is invalid; and

disabling the vehicle via an on-board monitoring system.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the authorization is a government vehicle

registration, and wherein the vehicle is disabled when the vehicle is not currently

registered.

15. The method of claim 13, wherein the authorization is an insurance policy, and

wherein the vehicle is disabled when the vehicle is not covered by adequate insurance.

16. The method of claim 13, wherein the authorization is a driver's motor vehicle

license, and wherein the vehicle is disabled when the driver's motor vehicle license is not

current.

17. The method of claim 13, wherein the authorization is a driver's motor vehicle

license, and wherein the vehicle is disabled when the driver's motor vehicle license has

been suspended or canceled.

18. The method of claim 13, wherein monitoring an authorization for operation of the

vehicle further comprises:

polling a database regarding a registration status of the vehicle.

19. The method of claim 18, wherein the authorization to operate the vehicle is invalid

when the vehicle is not currently registered.

20. The method of claim 13, wherein monitoring an authorization for operation of the

vehicle further comprises:

polling a database regarding an insurance status of the vehicle.



21. The method of claim 18, wherein the authorization to operate the vehicle is invalid

when the vehicle is not adequately insured.

22. The method of claim 13, wherein monitoring an authorization for operation of the

vehicle further comprises:

polling a database regarding a license status for a driver of the vehicle.

23. The method of claim 18, wherein the authorization to operate the vehicle is invalid

when the driver of the vehicle is not currently licensed or has a suspended license.

24. A method for remotely disabling a vehicle, comprising:

receiving, at an on-board vehicle monitoring system, an authorization to disable

the vehicle;

initiating a vehicle disabling process; and

triggering an external caution signal on the vehicle.

25. The method of claim 24, wherein the external caution signal is flashing vehicle

lights.

26. The method of claim 24, wherein the external caution signal is a honking vehicle

horn.

27. The method of claim 24, wherein the vehicle disabling process immediately

deactivates the vehicle.

28. The method of claim 24, wherein the vehicle disabling process deactivates the

vehicle at a next stop of the vehicle.

29. The method of claim 24, wherein the vehicle disabling process deactivates the

vehicle after a next shutdown of an engine of the vehicle.

30. The method of claim 24, further comprising:

notifying a public safety organization that the vehicle is disabled.



31. The method of claim 24, wherein notifying the public safety organization that the

vehicle is disabled further comprises:

sending the public safety organization a location of the vehicle.
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